FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
#030492-05

FOR INFORMATION:
Sue Pondrom
(619) 554-8290 office
(619) 450-0520 home

MEDIA ADVISORY

WHEN: Saturday, March 7
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

WHAT: Scripps Clinic and Research Foundation’s
Young Scientist Lecture Series for San Diego County High
School Students

Topic: The Brain

WHERE: Lectures 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Amphitheatre
Scripps Clinic
10666 N. Torrey Pines Rd., La Jolla

Student Tours 2 - 4 p.m.
Scripps Clinic’s MRI, Vascular Lab, biomagnetometer and
more.

VISUALS: During the afternoon tours, students will be shown the
surgical tools and equipment used in brain surgery by Dr.
Thomas Waltz, a neurosurgeon and the new president of
Scripps Clinic.
Additional tour stops will be in the Vascular Laboratory,
the MRI lab, and the biomagnetometer, which is the latest
high-tech diagnostic tool for brain disorders.

IF YOU WISH TO COVER THE EVENT, PLEASE CALL SUE PONDROM:

8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday, 554-8290
After 5:30 p.m. week nights, 450-0520

Saturday, March 7, call Scripps Clinic at 455-9100 and ask the
operator to page Sue Pondrom.
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